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Figure 6: (3, 4)-nuclei forest for soc-sign-epinions. There are 465 total nodes and 75 leaves in the forest. There is a clear
hierarchical structure of dense subgraphs. Leaves are mostly red (> 0.8 density). There are also some light blue hexagons,
representing subgraphs of size ⇥ 100 vertices with density of at least 0.2.

Figure 7: Part of the (3, 4)-nuclei forest for web-NotreDame. In the entire forest, there are 2059 nodes and 812 leaves. 79 of
the leaves are clique, up to the size of 155. There is a nice branching structure leading to a decent hierarchy.

a: (1, 2)-nuclei b: (1, 3)-nuclei c: (1, 4)-nuclei d: (2, 3)-nuclei e: (2, 4)-nuclei

Figure 8: (r, s)-nuclei forests for facebook when r < s � 4 (Except (3, 4), which is given in Fig. 3). For r = 1, trees are more
like chains. Increasing s results in larger number of internal nodes, which are contracted in the illustrations. There is some
hierarchy observed for r = 2, but it is not as powerful as (3, 4)-nuclei, i.e., branching structure is more obvious in (3, 4)-nuclei.
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Figure 1: Density histogram of facebook (3, 4)-nuclei. 145
nuclei have density of at least 0.8 and 359 nuclei are with
the density of more than 0.25.
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Figure 2: Size vs. density plot for facebook (3, 4)-nuclei. 50
nuclei are larger than 30 vertices with the density of at least
0.8. There are also 138 nuclei larger than 100 vertices with
density of at last 0.25.

are NP-hard, even to approximate [24, 16, 28].
For graph analysis, one rarely looks for just a single (or the

optimal, for whatever notion) dense subgraph. We want to
find many dense subgraphs and understand the relationships
among them. Ideally, we would like to see if they nest within
each other, if the dense subgraphs are concentrated in some
region, and if they occur at various scales of size and density.
Our paper is motivated by the following questions.

• How do we attain a global, hierarchical representation
of many dense subgraphs in a real-world graph?

• Can we define an e⇤ciently solvable objective that di-
rectly provides many dense subgraphs? We wish to avoid
heuristics, as they can be di⇤cult to predict formally.

1.2 Our results
Nucleus decompositions: Our primary theoretical con-

tribution is the notion of nuclei in a graph. Roughly speak-
ing, an (r, s)-nucleus, for fixed (small) positive integers r <
s, is a maximal subgraph where every r-clique is part of
many s-cliques. (The real definition is more technical and in-
volves some connectivity properties.) Moreover, nuclei that
do not contain one another cannot share an r-clique. This

Figure 3: (3, 4)-nuclei forest for facebook. Legends for den-
sities and sizes are shown at the top. Long chain paths are
contracted to single edges. In the uncontracted forest, there
are 47 leaves and 403 nuclei. Branching depicts the di�er-
ent regions in the graph, 13 connected components exist in
the top level. Sibling nuclei have limited overlaps up to 7
vertices.

is inspired by and is a generalization of the classic notion of
k-cores, and also k-trusses (or triangle cores).
We show that the (r, s)-nuclei (for any r < s) form a

hierarchical decomposition of a graph. The nuclei are pro-
gressively denser as we go towards the leaves in the decom-
position. We provide an exact, e⇤cient algorithm that finds
all the nuclei and builds the hierarchical decomposition. In
practice, we observe that (3, 4)-nuclei provide the most in-
teresting decomposition. We find the (3, 4)-nuclei for a large
variety of more than 20 graphs. Our algorithm is feasible in
practice, and we are able to process a 39 million edge graph
is less than an hour (using commodity hardware).
Dense subgraphs from (3, 4)-nuclei: The (3, 4)-nuclei

provide a large set of dense subgraphs for range of densities
and sizes. For example, there are 403 (3, 4)-nuclei (of size at
least 10 vertices) in a facebook network of 88K edges. We
show the density histogram of these nuclei in Fig. 1, plotting
the number of nuclei with a given density. Observe that
we get numerous dense subgraphs, and many with density
fairly close to 1. In Fig. 2, we present a scatter plot of vertex
size vs density of the (3, 4)-nuclei. Observe that we obtain
dense subgraphs over a wide range of sizes. For comparison,
we also plot the output of recent dense subgraph algorithms
from Tsourakakis et al [43]. (These are arguably the state-of-
the-art. More details in next section.) Observe that (3, 4)-
nuclei give dense subgraphs of comparable quality. In some
cases, the output of [43] is very close to a (3, 4)-nucleus.
Representing a graph as forest of (3, 4)-nuclei: We

build the forest of (3, 4)-nuclei for all graphs experimented
on. An example output is that of Fig. 3, the forest of (3, 4)-
nuclei for the facebook network. Each node of the forest is
a (3, 4)-nucleus, and tree edges indicate containment. More

2-(2,3) 
nucleus

2-(2,4) 
nucleus

Figure 4: Having same number of vertices, 2-(2, 4) nucleus
is denser than 2-(2, 3).

Two 1-(3,4) nuclei 
intersecting at an edge

Only one
1-(3,4) nucleus

Figure 5: The left figure shows two (3, 4)-nuclei overlapping
at an edge. The right figure has only one (3, 4)-nucleus

Definition 2. Let k, r, and s be positive integers such
that r < s. A k-(r, s)-nucleus is a maximal union S of Kss
such that:

• The S-degree of any R ∈ Kr(S) is at least k.
• Any R,R′ ∈ Kr(S) are S-connected.

We simply refer to (r, s)-nuclei when k is unspecified. Note
that we treat nuclei as a union of cliques, though eventually,
we look at this as a subgraph. Our theoretical treatment is
more convenient in the former setting, and hence we stick
with this definition. In our applications, we simply look at
nuclei as subgraphs.

Intuitively, a nucleus is a tightly connected cluster of cliques.
For large k, we expect the cliques in S to intersect heavily,
creating a dense subgraph. For a fixed k, r and same num-
ber of vertices, the density of the nuclei increases, as we
increase s. Consider the example of Fig. 4, where there is a
2-(2, 3)-nucleus and a 2-(2, 4)-nucleus on the same number
of vertices. Since in the latter case, we need every edge to
participate in at least 2 K4s, the resulting density is much
higher.

As stated earlier, our definitions are inspired by k-cores
and k-trusses. Set r = 1, s = 2. A k-(1, 2)-nucleus is a
maximal (induced) connected subgraph with minimum ver-
tex degree k. This is exactly a k-core. Setting r = 2, s = 3
gives maximal subgraphs where every edge participates in
at least k triangles, and edges are triangle-connected. This
is essentially the definition of k-trusses or triangle-cores.

So far we only discussed the degree constraint of nuclei.
Note that a nucleus is not just connected in the usual (edge)
sense, but requires the stronger property of being S-connected.
The standard definitions of trusses or triangle-cores omit the
triangle-connectedness. For us, this is critical. Two cliques
of distinct (r, s)-nuclei can intersect. For example, when
r > 2, nuclei can have edge overlaps. This allows for finding

even denser subgraphs, as Fig. 5 shows. In the left, cores,
trusses, etc. pick up the entire graph. But there are actually
2 different 1-(3, 4)-nuclei (each K4) intersecting at an edge.
The (3, 4)-nuclei are denser than the graph itself. Note that
any edge disjoint decomposition would not find two dense
subgraphs.

Critically, the set of (r, s)-nuclei form a laminar family. A
laminar family is a set system where all pairwise intersec-
tions are trivial (either empty or contains one of the sets).

Lemma 1. The family of (r, s)-nuclei form a laminar fam-
ily.

Proof. Consider k-(r, s)-nucleus S and k′-(r, s)-nucleus
S ′, where k ≤ k′. Suppose they had a non-empty intersec-
tion, so some Ks(S) is contained in both S and S ′. Observe
that Krs in Kr(S) are connected to Krs in Kr(S

′). Fur-
thermore, the (S ∪S ′)-degree of member of Kr(S ∪S ′) is at
least k. Hence S ∪ S ′ satisfies the two conditions of being
a nucleus, except maximality. By S is a k-(r, s)-nucleus, so
S ∪ S ′ = S. So any non-empty intersection is trivial.

Consider two nuclei that are not ancestor-descendant. By
the above lemma, these two nuclei (considered as subgraphs
of G) cannot share a Ks. Actually, the argument above
proves that they cannot even share a Kr. This is the key
disjointness property of nuclei.

Every laminar family is basically a hierarchical set sys-
tem. Alternately, every laminar family can be represented
by a forest of containment. For every nucleus S, any other
nucleus intersecting S is either contained in S or contains
S. Furthermore, all these sets are nested in each other. It
makes sense to talk of the smallest sized nucleus containing
S. This leads to the main construct we use to represent
nuclei.

Definition 3. Fix r < s. Define the forest of (r, s)-
nuclei as follows. There is a node for each (r, s) nucleus.
The parent of every nucleus is the smallest (by cardinality)
other nucleus containing it.

In our figures, we will only show the internal nodes of out
degree at least 2, and contract any path of out degree 1
vertices into a single path. This preserves all the branching
of the forest.

4. GENERATING NUCLEUS
DECOMPOSITIONS

Our primary algorithmic goal is to construct the tree of
nuclei. The algorithm is a direct adaptation of the classic
Matula-Beck result of getting k-cores in linear time [32].
There are numerous technicalities involved in generalizing
the proof. Intuitively, we do the following. Construct a
graph H where the nodes are all Krs of G and there is an
edge connecting two Krs if they are contained in a single Ks

ofG. We then perform a core decomposition onH. Actually,
this does not work. Edges of G (obviously) contain exactly
2 vertices of G, and the procedure above exactly produces
nuclei for r = 1, s = 2. In general, a Ks contains

!

s
r

"

Krs,
and the graph analogy above is incorrect. At some level, we
are performing a hypergraph version of Matula-Beck. The
proofs therefore need to be adapted to this setting.

Analogous to k-cores, the main procedure set-k (Algo-
rithm 1) assigns a number, denoted by κ(·), to each Kr in
G.
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k-‐truss	  
(2,3)-‐nucleus	   (3,4)-‐nucleus	  

Problem	  
-‐	  	  Finding	  dense	  substructures	  in	  a	  
graph	  is	  fundamental	  in	  graph	  mining	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Social	  networks	  	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  BioinformaFcs	  	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  VisualizaFon	  
	  
-‐	  	  Most	  formulaFons	  are	  NP-‐Hard	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Clique,	  quasi-‐clique,	  k-‐densest	  
	  
-‐	  	  Goal	  is	  beyond	  the	  ‘true	  opFmum’	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Find	  many	  dense	  subgraphs	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Understand	  relaFons	  among	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  them	  
-‐	  	  SoluFon:	  Nucleus	  decomposi7on	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Forest	  of	  nuclei	  (subgraphs)	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Smaller	  cliques	  in	  larger	  cliques	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Hierarchy	  by	  containment	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  GeneralizaFon	  of	  k-‐core,	  k-‐truss	  

Nucleus	  DecomposiFon	  
-‐	  	  Kr	  is	  r-‐clique	  and	  r	  <	  s	  be	  numbers	  	  
-‐	  	  S-‐deg	  of	  Kr:	  #	  of	  Kss	  containing	  the	  Kr	  
-‐	  	  S-‐connectedness	  of	  Krs	  u1	  and	  um:	  
	  	  	  If	  there	  exists	  a	  sequence	  u1,u2…,um	  s.t.	  	  	  
	  	  	  for	  each	  i,	  a	  Ks	  contains	  ui∪ui+1	  
-‐	  	  r=1,	  s=2:	  Standard	  vertex	  degree	  	  
	  	  	  and	  connectedness!	  
-‐	  	  k-‐(r,s)-‐nucleus	  is	  a	  maximal	  union	  of	  Kss	  s.t.	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  S-‐degree	  of	  any	  Kr	  is	  at	  least	  k	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Any	  Kr	  pair	  is	  S-‐connected	  
-‐	  	  k-‐(1,2)	  nucleus:	  k-‐core	  
-‐	  	  k-‐(2,3)	  nucleus:	  k-‐truss	  
-‐	  AdaptaFon	  of	  k-‐core	  peeling	  algorithm	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Finds	  any	  (r,s)-‐nuclei	  
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Algorithms	  
-‐	  	  Works	  in	  two	  phases	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Finding	  k	  values	  of	  Krs	  (peeling)	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Construct	  subgraphs	  and	  hierarchy	  
	  
	  
	  
-‐	  	  Second	  phase	  is	  as	  costly	  as	  the	  first	  one	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  How	  to	  construct	  hierarchy	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Requires	  traversal	  (exp	  for	  higher	  r,s)	  
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Figure 2: k-dense [40] (triangle k-core [55]), k-truss [10]
(k-community [46]) and k-truss community [27] (k-(2, 3)
nucleus [43]) on the same graph for k=2. Each subgraph
given by the corresponding algorithm is shown in dashed.

handle the dynamic nature of real-world data, Sariyuce et

al. [41] introduced the first streaming algorithms to main-
tain k-core decomposition of graphs upon edge insertions
and removals. They recently improved these algorithms fur-
ther by leveraging the information beyond 2-hop [42]. Li et
al. [33] also proposed incremental algorithms for the same
problem. More recently, Wu et al. [51] approached dynamic
data from a di↵erent angle, and adapted k-cores for tem-
poral graphs where possibly multiple interactions between
entities occur at di↵erent times. Motivated by the incom-
plete and uncertain nature of the real network data, O’Brien
and Sullivan [37] proposed new methods to locally estimate
core numbers (� values) of vertices when entire graph is not
known, and Bonchi et al. [6] showed how to e�ciently do
the k-core decomposition on uncertain graphs, which has
existence probabilities on the edges.
One common oversight in all those recent work (except

[41, 43]) is that they ignore the connectivity of k-cores.
This oversight does not change their results, but limit their
contributions: they adapt/improve the peeling part of k-core
decomposition, which finds the �s of vertices, not the entire
k-core decomposition which also needs traversal to locate
all the (connected) k-cores. For some of those works, it is
not clear how the new algorithms deal with the traversal
part; like how the weighted k-core definition handles the
connectivity, or how the new external memory algorithm
handles the traversal part for billions of edges. To remedy
this misconception, in this paper we focus on the e�cient
computation of traversal part for k-core decomposition and
its higher-order variants.

3.2 k-truss decomposition
k-truss decomposition is inspired by the k-core and can be
thought as the same peeling problem in a higher level that
deals with triangles. It is independently introduced, with
subtle di↵erences, by several researchers. Chronologically,
the idea is first proposed by Saito et al. [40], to the best of
our knowledge, in 2006:

“k-dense is a subgraph S if each adjacent vertex

pair in S has more than or equal to (k-2) com-

mon adjacent vertices in S.”

In other words, each edge in S should be involved in at least
k-2 triangles. Nothing is mentioned about the connectedness
of the vertices and edges, which implies that a k-dense sub-
graph might have multiple components. Saito et al. argue
that k-dense is a good compromise between easy to com-
pute k-cores and high quality k-cliques, and it is useful to
detect communities in social networks. In 2008, Jonathan

Cohen introduced the k-truss as a better model for cohesive
subgraphs in social networks [10], which became the most
popular naming in the literature:

“k-truss is a one-component subgraph such that

each edge is reinforced by at least k-2 pairs of

edges making a triangle with that edge.”

In 2012, Zhang and Parthasarathy [55] proposed a new defini-
ton for visualization purposes:

“triangle k-core is a subgraph that each edge is

contained within at least k triangles in the sub-

graph.”

Again there was no reference to the connectedness, implying
multiple components can be observed in a triangle k-core.
In the same year, Verma and Butenko [46] introduced the
following:

“k-community is a connected subgraph if every

edge is involved in at least k triangles.”

The subtle di↵erence between those papers is the con-
nectedness issue. k-dense [40] and triangle k-core [55] defi-
nitions allow the subgraph to be disconnected whereas the
k-truss [10] and k-community [46] are defined to be con-
nected. All of these works only provided algorithms to find
the �3 values of edges. k-dense and triangle k-cores can
be found this way since they can be disconnected. How-
ever, finding the k-truss and k-community subgraphs re-
quires a post-processing traversal operation, which increases
the cost. As a stronger alternative to the k-truss, Huang et

al. [27] introduced the k-truss community. The only di↵er-
ence is that each edge pair in a k-truss community is directly
or transitively triangle-connected, where two edges should
reside in the same triangle to be triangle-connected. The
generic k-(r, s) nucleus, proposed by Sariyuce et al. [43], for
r = 2, s = 3 gives the exact same definition. This brings a
stronger condition on the connectivity structure, and shown
to result in denser subgraphs than the classical k-truss def-
inition [27]. However, it has an extra overhead of post-
processing traversal operation that requires to visit trian-
gles, which is more expensive than the traditional traversal.
Authors devised TCP index, a tree structure at each vertex,
to remedy this issue [27]. Figure 2 highlights the di↵erence
between those definitions on a simple example.
k-truss decomposition serves as a better alternative to the

k-core. For most applications that k-core is useful for, k-
truss decomposition performs better. Gregori et al. [25] in-
vestigated the structure of internet AS-level topologies by
looking at the k-dense subgraphs, similar to Carmi et al. [7]
and Alvarez-Hamelin et al. [2] who used k-core for same
purpose. Orsini et al. [38] also investigated the evolution
of k-dense subgraphs in AS-level topologies. It has been
also used to understand the global organization of clusters
in complex networks [13]. Colomer-de-Simon et al. used
the hierarchy of k-dense subgraphs to visualize real-world
networks, as Healy et al. [26] used the k-cores for the same
objective.
Proven strength of k-truss decomposition drew further in-

terest for adapting to di↵erent data types and setups, sim-
ilar to the k-core literature. Wang and Cheng introduced
external memory algorithms [47] and more improvements
are provided by Zhao and Tung [56] for visualization pur-
poses. More recently, Huang et al. [28] introduced proba-
bilistic truss decomposition for uncertain graphs.

5

Two	  Ideas	  
1)	  Union-‐Find	  for	  hierarchy	  construc7on	  (DFT)	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Subnucleus	  definiFon	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Maximal	  subgraph	  of	  Krs	  w/	  same	  k	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Find	  them	  in	  decreasing	  k	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Build	  hierarchy	  by	  union-‐find	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
2)	  Avoiding	  traversal	  (FND)	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Check	  the	  processed	  neighbors	  in	  peeling	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Construct	  non-‐maximal	  subnuclei	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  Build	  hierarchy	  by	  union-‐find	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  No	  need	  for	  traversal	  
	  

3.3 Generalizations
Given the similarity between k-core and k-truss decompo-
sitions, people have been interested in unified schemes to
generalize the peeling process for a broader set of graph
substructures.

Saito et al. pointed a possible direction of generalization
in their pioneering work [40], where they defined k-dense
subgraphs. Their proposal is as follows:

“Subgraph S is a h-level k-dense community

if the vertices in every h-clique of S is adjacent

to at least h-k common vertices.” [40]

In other words, h-level k-dense community is the set of h-
cliques where each h-clique is contained in at least h � k
number of (h+1)-cliques. Note that, there is no connectiv-
ity constraint in the definition. h-level k-dense community
subsumes the disconnected k-core, which contains multiple
k-cores, for h = 1. For h = 2, it is their k-dense defini-
tion [40]. They claimed that h-level k-dense communities
for h > 2 are more or less same with h = 2 and incurs
higher computation cost. So they did not dive into more
algorithmic details and stick with h = 2.
Sariyuce et al. [43] introduced a broader definition to unify

the existing proposals, which can be found by a generic peel-
ing algorithm. As explained in Sec. 2.1, their definition sub-
sumes k-core and k-truss community [27] concepts. It is also
more generic than h-level k-dense community of [40], since
(1) it allows to look for involvement of cliques whose size can
di↵er by more than one, (2) enforces a stronger connectivity
constraint to get denser subgraphs. h-level k-dense commu-
nity can be expressed as the k-(r, r+ 1) nucleus which does
not have any connectivity constraint (k is actually h � k
and it does not matter). Well-defined theoretical notion of
k-(r, s) nucleus enables to provide a unified algorithm to find
all the nuclei in graph, as explained in Sec. 2.1.
Sariyuce et al. [43] also analyzed the time and space com-

plexity of (r, s)-nucleus decomposition. For the first phase,
they report that finding � values of nuclei (Alg. 1) requires
O(RTr(G)+

P
v !r(v)d(v)

s�r) time with O(|Kr(G)|) space,
where RTr(G) is Kr enumeration time, and second part is
simply touching each Ks that a Kr is involved in (!r(v)
is the number of Krs containing vertex v, d(v) is the de-
gree of v, and |Kr(G)| is the number of Krs in G). For the
second phase, traversal on the entire graph needs to access
each Kr and examine all the Kss it is involved. Its time
complexity is the same as the second part of first phase:
O(

P
v !r(v)d(v)

s�r) which can also be expressed as
O(

P
R !s(R)) = O(

�
s
r

�
|Ks(G)|) where R is a Kr. Thus,

total time complexity of the (r, s)-nucleus decomposition is
O(RTr(G) +

�
s
r

�
|Ks(G)|).

4. ALGORITHMS
In this part, we first highlight the challenging aspects of
the traversal phase, then introduce two algorithms for faster
computation of (r, s)-nucleus decomposition to meet those
challenges.

4.1 Challenges of traversal
As mentioned in the previous section, time complexity of the
traversal algorithm (Alg. 2) for (r, s) nuclei isO(

�
s
r

�
|Ks(G)|).

However, designing an algorithm that constructs the hierar-
chy with this complexity is challenging. In [43], it is stated
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Figure 3: Example of T1,2s for � = 2 and � = 3. Hierarchy
tree is shown on the right with participating T1,2s. �s are
shown in red. Traversal algorithm needs to infer that,
for instance, components A and E are in the same 2-core.

that finding the nuclei in the reverse order of � is better since
it enables to discover previously found components, thus
avoiding repetition. No further details are given, though.
This actually corresponds to finding all Tr,s (sub-(r, s) nu-
clei of Def. 5), connected Krs with the same � value, and
incorporating the relations among them. But, keeping track
of all the Tr,s in a structured way is hard. Figure 3 shows
a case for k-core (r = 1, s = 2). Traversal algorithm needs
to understand the relation between T1,2s of equal � that are
not directly connected. For instance, Tr,s A and E are in
the same 2-core, but the traditional BFS will find 3 other
Tr,s (F, D, G) between those two. During the traversal op-
eration, there is a need to detect each k-(r, s) nucleus, de-
termine containment relations and construct the hierarchy.
One solution that can be thought is to construct the - ex-
pectedly smaller - supergraph which takes all the Tr,s as
vertices and their connections as edges. Then, repetitive
traversals can be performed on this supergraph to find each
k-(r, s) nucleus and the hierarchy. However, it is not guar-
anteed to get a significantly smaller supergraph which can
be leveraged for repetitive traversal. The Tr,s structure of
real-world networks, which are investigated in Sec. 5, also
verify this concern. It is clear that there is a need for a
lightweight algorithm/data structure that can be used on-
the-fly, so that all the k-(r, s) nuclei can be discovered with
the hierarchy during the traversal algorithm.
The other challenge with the traversal algorithm is the

high computational cost for r � 2 cases. Consider the (2, 3)
case. We need to traverse on edges, and determine the ad-
jacencies of edges by looking at their common triangles. At
each step, it requires to find the common neighbors of the
vertices on extremities (of the edge), check whether each
adjacent edge is previously visited, and push to queue if
not. As explained at the end of Sec. 3.3, complexity be-
comes O(3 ⇤ |4|). Cost is getting much higher if we look
for (3, 4) nuclei, which is shown to give denser subgraphs
with more detailed hierarchy. Ideally we are looking to com-
pletely avoid the costly traversal operation.

4.2 Disjoint-set forest idea
We propose to use disjoint-set forest data structure (DF)
to track the disjoint Tr,s (of equal �), and construct the
hierarchy where Tr,s with smaller � is on the upper side, and
greater � is on the lower side. DF has been used to track
connected components of a graph and fits perfectly to our
problem where we need to find the connected components
at multiple levels.
DF-Traversal algorithm, outlined in Alg. 5, is used to

replace the naive Traversal (Alg. 2) in NucleusDecom-
position (Alg. 3). Basically it finds all the Tr,s in the de-
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k [44]. However, almost all the recent papers on k-core algo-
rithms [8, 19, 20, 6, 37, 33, 29, 51, 50, 33] did not mention
that k-core is a connected subgraph although they cite Seid-
man’s seminal work [44]. On the k-truss side, the idea is in-
troduced independently by Saito et al. [40] (as k-dense), Co-
hen [10] (as k-truss), Zhang and Parthasarathy [55] (as trian-
gle k-core), and Verma and Butenko [46] (as k-community).
They all define k-truss as a subgraph where any edge is in-
volved in at least k triangles. Regarding the connectivity,
Cohen [10], and Verma and Butenko [46] defined the k-truss
as a single component subgraph, while others [40, 55] ig-
nored the connectivity.

Finding k-cores requires traversal on the graph after the
peeling process, where maximum k-core values of vertices
are found. It is same for k-truss and nucleus decompositions
where the traversal is done on higher order structures. Con-
structing the hierarchy is only possible after that. However,
it is not easy to track nested structure of subgraphs dur-
ing a single traversal over entire graph. Traversing k-cores
is cheap by a simple breadth-first search (BFS) in O(|E|)
time. When it comes to k-truss and higher order peeling
algorithms, however, traversal becomes much costly due to
the larger clique connectivity constraints.

1.2 Contributions
Motivated by the challenging cost of traversals and hierarchy
construction, we focus on e�cient algorithms to find the k-
cores, k-trusses or any nuclei in general. Our contributions
are as follows:

• Thorough literature review: We provide a detailed
review of literature on peeling algorithms to point the
misconception about k-core and k-truss definitions. We
highlight the implications of these misunderstandings on
the proposed solutions. We also stress the lack of under-
standing on the hierarchy construction and show that it
is as expensive as the peeling process.

• Hierarchy construction by disjoint-set forest: We
propose to use disjoint-set forest data structure (DF) to
track the disconnected substructures that appear in the
same node of the hierarchy tree. Disjoint-set forest is in-
corporated into the hierarchy tree by selectively process-
ing the subgraphs in a particular order. We show that our
algorithm is generic, i.e., works for any peeling algorithm.

• Avoiding traversal: We introduce a new idea to build
the hierarchy without traversal. In the peeling process,
we construct the subgraphs while visiting neighborhoods
and bookkeep the relations to previously constructed sub-
graphs. Applying a lightweight post-processing operation
to those tracked relations gives us all the hierarchy, and
it works for any peeling algorithm.

• Experimental evaluation: All the algorithms we pro-
posed are implemented for k-core, k-truss and (3, 4)-nucleus
decompositions, in which peeling is done on triangles and
the four-clique involvements. Furthermore, we bring out
an idea from Matula and Beck’s work [35], and adapt
and implement it for our needs to solve the k-core hierar-
chy problem more e�ciently. Table 1 gives a summary of
the speedups we get for each decomposition. Our k-core
hierarchy algorithm adaptation outperforms naive base-
line by 58 times on uk-2005 graph. The best k-truss and
(3, 4) algorithms are significantly faster than alternatives.
They also beat the hypothetically best possible algorithm

k-core k-truss (3, 4) nucleus
Naive Hypo Naive TCP*[27] Hypo Naive*

Stanford3 25.50x 1.10x 12.58x 3.41x 1.48x 1321.89x
twitter-higgs 27.89x 1.33x 16.24x 3.27x 1.78x 38.96x
uk-2005 58.02x 1.68x 90.50x 11.07x 1.24x 1.98x

Table 1: Speedups with our best algorithms for each
decomposition. Starred columns (*) show lower bounds,
when the other algorithm did not finish in 2 days. Best
k-truss and (3,4) algorithms are significantly faster than
alternatives, and also more e�cient than the hypotheti-
cally best possible algorithm (Hypo) that does traversal
to find the hierarchy.

(Hypo) that does traversal to find hierarchy. It is a strik-
ing result to show the benefit of our traversal avoiding
idea.

2. PRELIMINARIES
This section presents building blocks for our work.

2.1 Nucleus decomposition
Let G be an undirected and simple graph. We start by
quoting the Definitions 1 and 2 from [43]. We use Kr to
denote an r-clique.

Definition 1. Let r < s be positive integers and S be a

set of Kss in G.

• Kr(S) is the set of Krs contained in some C 2 S.
• The number of C 2 S containing u 2 Kr(S) is the

Ks-degree of u.

• Two Krs u, u0
are Ks-connected if there exists a se-

quence u = u1, u2, . . . , uk = u0
in Kr(S) such that for

each i, some Ks C 2 S contains ui [ ui+1.

These definitions are generalizations of the standard ver-
tex degree and connectedness. Indeed, setting r = 1 and
s = 2 (so S is a set of edges) yields exactly that. The main
definition is as follows.

Definition 2. Let k, r, and s be positive integers such

that r < s. A k-(r, s) nucleus is a maximal union S of Kss

such that:

• The Ks-degree of any u 2 Kr(S) is at least k.

• Any u, u0 2 Kr(S) are Ks-connected.

For r = 1, s = 2, a k-(1,2) nucleus is a maximal (induced)
connected subgraph with minimum vertex degree k. This is
exactly k-core [44]. Setting r = 2, s = 3 gives maximal sub-
graphs where every edge participates in at least k triangles,
and edges are triangle-connected. This is almost the same
definition of k-dense [40], k-truss [10], triangle-cores [55] and
k-community [46]. The di↵erence is on the connectivity con-
dition; [10, 46] defines k-truss and k-community as a con-
nected component, whereas [40, 55] do not mention connect-
edness, implicitly allowing disconnected subgraphs. The k-
truss community defined by Huang et al. [27] is the same
as the k-(2,3) nucleus: both require any pair of edges to
be triangle-connected. More details can be found in Sec. 3.
In the rest of the paper, we will be generic and present all
our findings for the k-(r, s) nucleus decomposition, which
subsumes k-core and k-truss definitions.
For an r-clique Kr u, !s(u) denotes the Ks-degree of u.

For a subgraph H ✓ G, !r,s(H) is defined as the minimum
Ks-degree of aKr inH, i.e., !r,s(H) = min{!s(u) : u 2 H}.

2

Table 5: (2,3) and (3,4) nucleus decomposition results. Right-most column for each is the runtimes of the fastest
algorithm and rest are its speedup over other algorithms. Starred numbers (*) show lower bounds, when the algorithm
did not finish in 2 days. HYPO is the hypothetical limit for the best possible traversal based algorithm. For (2,3), it
is done on edges and triangle connections, and for (3,4) it is on triangles and four-clique connections. Naive is Alg. 3
and TCP* is the indexing algorithm proposed by [27] and does not even include (2, 3) nuclei finding. DFT is the one
using Alg. 5 and FND is the Alg. 8.

(2,3)-nuclei (3,4)-nuclei
speedups with respect to time (s) speedups with respect to time (s)

Hypo Naive TCP*[27] DFT FND Hypo Naive DFT FND

skitter 1.54x 45.62x 3.69x 2.04x 91.3 1.78x 163.91⇤x 1.96x 1054.2
Berkeley13 1.13x 10.76x 3.41x 1.40x 7.3 1.42x 1812.47⇤x 1.52x 95.3
MIT 1.10x 11.68x 3.45x 1.33x 2.8 1.45x 3848.02⇤x 1.53x 44.9
Stanford3 1.10x 12.58x 3.41x 1.36x 7.8 1.48x 1321.89⇤x 1.58x 130.7
Texas84 1.10x 14.41x 3.35x 1.37x 16.8 1.49x 679.06⇤x 1.57x 254.5
twitter-higgs 1.33x 16.24x 3.27x 1.49x 255.5 1.78x 38.96⇤x 1.81x 4434.9
Google 1.31x 1729.93x 3.90x 1.59x 13.0 1.35x 1083.02⇤x 1.43x 159.6
uk-2005 1.68x 90.50x 11.07x 3.64x 562.5 1.24x 1.98⇤x 1.98⇤x 87329.6
wikipedia-200611 1.53x 7.06x 3.37x 1.63x 584.9 1.82x 23.00⇤x 1.91x 7513.5
avg 1.31x 215.4x 4.32x 1.76x best 1.53x > 996.92x > 1.70 x best

time. We also adapted the placing brackets part to have the
tree hierarchy, where each node is a T1,2. If the � value of
vertex of interest is equal to the one in the previous step,
we stay in the same node. If it is greater, we go down in the
tree by creating a chain of new nodes, otherwise we climb up
in the tree. Number of these new nodes (or steps to climb)
is the di↵erence between �s of current and previous vertex.
As a result, we create a tree hierarchy with as many levels
as the max � in the graph.

Table 4 gives the total k-core decomposition runtimes for
experimented algorithms; the fastest one shown on the right-
most column and its speedups over other algorithms given
on the corresponding columns. Naive is the base nucleus
decomposition algorithm, given in Alg. 3, and uses the naive
traversal to find all k-cores. DFT is the algorithm that uses
DF-Traversal (Alg. 5) and FND is the FastNucleusDe-
composition algorithm (Alg. 8). LCPS denotes the run-
time of our LCPS adaptation. Note that we are not aware
of any other adaptation/implementation of the LCPS algo-
rithm in [35]. We also have a hypothetical runtime, shown
as Hypo, which is the peeling time plus a BFS traversal
on the entire graph. Hypo is a limit for the most e�cient
traversal (plus regular peeling) that can be done on a given
graph. Although it does not compute the hierarchy and find
k-cores, it shows the best that can be done with a traversal-
based nucleus decomposition algorithm. Peeling phases of
Hypo, Naive, DFT, and LCPS are same.
Results show that our LCPS adaptation outperforms other

alternatives. Detailed timings suggest that traversal time is
almost same with peeling, satisfying the linear complexity
in the number of edges. On average, LCPS is 21.24x faster
than Naive algorithm. Speedups over DFT and FND are
1.83x and 2.14x. Our LCPS adaptation also runs in only
66% time of the theoretical limit of Hypo, where the over-
head is due to the bucket data structure.

5.2 (2, 3) nuclei
Table 5 gives the runtime comparison for entire (2, 3) nu-
cleus decomposition, where rightmost column is the fastest
algorithm and other columns are its speedups over other
algorithms. To start with, we state that our peeling imple-
mentation for (2, 3) nucleus decomposition is quite e�cient;
for instance [47] computes � values of skitter graph in 281
secs where we can do it in 74 secs. We also tested wiki-Talk

graph just to compare with [27], and we get 41/13 = 3.15
times faster results despite our less powerful CPU. Apart
from Naive, DFT and FND algorithms, we give Hypo as
the bound for the best possible traversal-based nucleus de-
composition algorithm that traverses graph over edges and
triangles. In addition, we implemented the TCP index con-
struction algorithm introduced by Huang et al. [27]. In that
work, authors devise TCP index on vertices which enable
fast traversal to answer max-(2, 3) nucleus queries on ver-
tices. TCP index is a tree structure at each vertex, which is
actually the maximum spanning forest of each ego-network.
TCP index is constructed after the peeling process to be
ready for incoming queries. Note that our implementation
of TCP index construction is also quite e�cient that is 1.8x
faster than [27] for the dataset in their work. In Table 5,
we show the time only for peeling plus TCP index construc-
tion. Entire graph still needs to be traversed using TCP
index to find all the (2, 3) nuclei and the hierarchy among
them. Peeling phases of Hypo, Naive, TCP and DFT are
same.
Before checking the fastest, we look at the DFT algo-

rithm, which is the second best. It is 2.4x and 122.4x faster
than TCP and Naive algorithms, respectively. Note that,
TCP time is even before the traversal. In 40% of the time
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Figure 5: (2,3) [top] and (3,4) [bottom] nucleus decom-
position comparison for DFT (the one using Alg. 5 for
traversal) and FND (shown in Alg.8). Two main results:
(1) Traversal part of DFT is close to the peeling part,
(2) FND is able to keep the total runtime comparable to
the peeling part of DFT
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2-(2,3) 
nucleus

2-(2,4) 
nucleus

Figure 4: Having same number of vertices, 2-(2, 4) nucleus
is denser than 2-(2, 3).

Two 1-(3,4) nuclei 
intersecting at an edge

Only one
1-(3,4) nucleus

Figure 5: The left figure shows two (3, 4)-nuclei overlapping
at an edge. The right figure has only one (3, 4)-nucleus

creating a dense subgraph. For a fixed k, r and same num-
ber of vertices, the density of the nuclei increases, as we
increase s. Consider the example of Fig. 4, where there is a
2-(2, 3)-nucleus and a 2-(2, 4)-nucleus on the same number
of vertices. Since in the latter case, we need every edge to
participate in at least 2 K4s, the resulting density is much
higher.

As stated earlier, our definitions are directly inspired by
k-cores and k-trusses. Set r = 1, s = 2. A k-(1, 2)-nucleus
is a maximal (induced) connected subgraph with minimum
vertex degree k. This is exactly a k-core. Setting r = 2, s =
3 gives maximal subgraphs where every edge participates in
at least k triangles, and edges are triangle-connected. This
is essentially the definition of k-trusses or triangle-cores.

So far we only discussed the degree constraint of nuclei.
Note that a nucleus is not just connected in the usual (edge)
sense, but requires the stronger property of being S-connected.
The standard definitions of trusses or triangle-cores omit the
triangle-connectedness. For us, this is critical. Two cliques
of distinct (r, s)-nuclei can intersect. For example, when
r > 2, nuclei can have edge overlaps. This allows for finding
even denser subgraphs, as Fig. 5 shows. In the left, cores,
trusses, etc. pick up the entire graph. But there are actually
2 di�erent 1-(3, 4)-nuclei (each K4) intersecting at an edge.
The (3, 4)-nuclei are denser than the graph itself. Note that
any edge disjoint decomposition would not find two dense
subgraphs.
Critically, the set of (r, s)-nuclei form a laminar family. A

laminar family is a set system where all pairwise intersec-
tions are trivial (either empty or contains one of the sets).

Lemma 1. The family of (r, s)-nuclei form a laminar fam-
ily.

Proof. Consider k-(r, s)-nucleus S and k⇥-(r, s)-nucleus
S ⇥, where k ⇤ k⇥. Suppose they had a non-empty intersec-

tion, so some Ks S is contained in both S and S ⇥. Observe
that Krs in Kr(S) are connected to Krs in Kr(S ⇥). Fur-
thermore, the (S ⌃S ⇥)-degree of member of Kr(S ⌃S ⇥) is at
least k. Hence S ⌃ S ⇥ satisfies the two conditions of being
a nucleus, except maximality. By S is a k-(r, s)-nucleus, so
S ⌃ S ⇥ = S. So any non-empty intersection is trivial.

Consider two nuclei that are not ancestor-descendant. By
the above lemma, these two nuclei (considered as subgraphs
of G) cannot share a Ks. Actually, the argument above
proves that they cannot even share a Kr. This is the key
disjointness property of nuclei.
Every laminar family is basically a hierarchical set sys-

tem. Alternately, every laminar family can be represented
by a forest of containment. For every nucleus S, any other
nucleus intersecting S is either contained in S or contains
S. Furthermore, all these sets are nested in each other. It
makes sense to talk of the smallest sized nucleus containing
S. This leads to the main construct we use to represent
nuclei.

Definition 3. Fix r < s. Define the forest of (r, s)-
nuclei as follows. There is a node for each (r, s) nucleus.
The parent of every nucleus is the smallest (by cardinality)
other nucleus containing it.

In our figures, we will only show the internal nodes of out
degree at least 2, and contract any path of out degree 1
vertices into a single path. This preserves all the branching
of the forest.

4. GENERATING NUCLEUS
DECOMPOSITIONS

Our primary algorithmic goal is to construct the tree of
nuclei. The algorithm is a direct adaptation of the classic
Matula-Beck result of getting k-cores in linear time [32].
There are numerous technicalities involved in generalizing
the proof. Intuitively, we do the following. Construct a
graph H where the nodes are all Krs of G and there is an
edge connecting two Krs if they are contained in a single Ks

ofG. We then perform a core decomposition onH. Actually,
this does not work. Edges of G (obviously) contain exactly
2 vertices of G, and the procedure above exactly produces
nuclei for r = 1, s = 2. In general, a Ks contains

�
s
r

⇥
Krs,

and the graph analogy above is incorrect. At some level, we
are performing a hypergraph version of Matula-Beck. The
proofs therefore need to be adapted to this setting.
Analogous to k-cores, the main procedure set-k (Algo-

rithm 1) assigns a number, denoted by ⇥(·), to each Kr in
G.
It is convenient to denote the set ofKrs inG byR1, R2, . . .,

where Ri is the ith processed Kr in set-k. We will refer to
this index as time. When we say “at time t”, we mean at the
beginning of the iteration where Rt is processed.

Claim 1. The sequence {⇥(Ri)} is monotonically non-
decreasing.

Proof. This holds because the loop goesR in non-decreasing
order of d(R) and Step 11 ensures that no new value of �(·)
decreases below the current ⇥(R).

• Because of Claim 1, we can define transition time ti to
be the first time when the ⇥-value becomes i. Formally, ti
is the unique index such that ⇥(Rti) = i and ⇥(Rti�1) < i.
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